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PART II

YOUR SELF-STUDY PROJECT

assists in condensing your data and also helps guard against facing a data overload after you
have collected all the data (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Codes are “tags or labels for assigning units of meaning to the descriptive or inferential information compiled during a study”
(Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 56). You may include descriptive codes with abbreviations (e.g.,
LC = learning community), interpretive codes (e.g., ES = emotional support), or pattern
codes (e.g., TP-PS = teacher prompted–peer supported). You may decide to create a “start
list” or a priori codes determined from the study’s theoretical framework (Miles & Huberman,
1994). Be certain to create a master file of what your codes stand for and the meanings you
assign them. It is absolutely essential to create a key of what your letters or colors represent.
You won’t remember the abbreviations when the data become fuller. Trust me. I’ve learned
that the hard way. Also, you may find that your initial codes change or are discarded because
there is not sufficient support for keeping them. Don’t be discouraged. That discarding is
bringing you closer to understanding your research.
Another technique for managing your data analysis is placing different-colored sticky
notes on a large piece of poster paper. Although it is old-fashioned, the beauty of this technique is you can move the sticky notes around as you reread the data and create categories
from the codes using different-sized and -colored sticky notes. The disadvantage of this
technique is the sticky notes are not permanent as they lose their stickiness over time with
your repeated shifts in deciding the best fit for a code into a category.
Additionally, when you create only hard copies of your data, the data are less portable,
retrievable, and secure. Some students use index cards, which can also get lost. Nonetheless,
if you are someone who likes to “touch the data” by handling each handwritten data piece,
then it is a useful way for you to organize your data. You can always type or scan the hard
copies into a computer file. Whatever technique you decide to use for your data analysis,
be sure it is one that is reliable so you can share the process of your data trail with your critical friend. Keep your research question and the purpose of your study at the forefront while
also being open to the unexpected and begin to code.

Advice from a Self-Study Scholar
The Importance of Self-Study Research
The life force of self-study is the personalization of learning, but not the self-indulgence of learning.
Self-study researchers are not interested in producing feel-good educational research where everything
turns out wonderful because the researcher says so. Instead, self-study researchers are deeply intent
in looking deeply, closely, and clearly at the unvarnished truth. Questions are not so much answered
as new questions are engendered as a result of a valid inquiry into one’s own teaching practices
and/or the study of an educational policy. This constant ambiguity, the inability to underline truth
with certainty but to clarify it with estimated solutions and educated assumptions, is what makes selfstudy a dynamic and ever-evolving research tool and a valid and living thesis for this text. Without
self-knowledge, there can be no self-doubt, and without self-doubt, there can be no real teaching.
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